SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS
Surge Actuator Brake Bleeding

Manual Bleeding of the Brake System
Two people will be required to bleed the brakes if bleeding is to be performed conventionally by manually operating the actuator.

1. Jack up trailer and secure on adequate capacity jack stands. Follow trailer manufacturers recommendations for lifting and supporting the unit.

**CAUTION**
Do not lift or support the trailer on any part of the axle or suspension system. Never go under any trailer unless it is properly supported on jack stands which have been rated for the load. Improperly supported vehicles can fall unexpectedly and cause serious injury or death.

To facilitate bleeding of the trailer's disc brake system, it is helpful if the actuator is lower than the disc brake calipers. It is easier to push the air in the system up and out rather than trying to force the air down. It is also important that any rubber flexible brake lines are routed such that the line does not slope up before sloping down, which would create a pocket where air can get trapped.

Before starting, make sure the brake calipers are properly installed with the bleeder valves on the top side of the caliper. (The calipers are universal and could have been incorrectly installed upside down.)

If you are not skilled in performing the following procedures, have a qualified service shop perform the job.

2. Remove the master cylinder reservoir plug and fill the reservoir with brake fluid. Use either DOT 3 or DOT 4 automotive brake fluid. Follow instructions on brake fluid container. Avoid shaking brake fluid container and pour fluid slowly to minimize air entrapment. Let fluid in reservoir stand until completely free of air bubbles.

3. **IMPORTANT:** Before bleeding brake lines, bleed the actuator master cylinder. Insert a screw driver through hole in bottom of inner member and use short strokes to pry on pushrod (while holding safety release bracket up) until no air bubbles are seen coming from small orifice hole in the bottom of the master cylinder reservoir.

4. Start bleeding procedure on the brake furthest from the master cylinder.

5. **CAUTION** Do not use brake fluid drained from brake system to refill master cylinder reservoir as such fluids contain contaminants from system which may result in brake failure or costly repairs.

6. The first person strokes the pushrod slowly while holding safety release bracket up.

The second person opens the bleed screw fitting, then closes the bleed screw fitting BEFORE the first person SLOWLY releases the pushrod. Repeat this procedure until the fluid expelled from the bleeder hose is free of air bubbles.

Remember to always tighten the bleeder screw before releasing the pushrod. During this procedure, the master cylinder reservoir fluid level must be maintained at no less than half full.

7. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for the other brake and the brakes on the front axle, if equipped with tandem brake axles.

8. If installation is tandem axle with brakes on both axles, repeat bleeding procedure on rear axle brakes for the second time to assure purging of all air in system.

9. As a final check after bleeding is completed, stroke pushrod and check to be sure brake system is pressurized by attempting to rotate a tire.

10. Push up on the safety release bracket to ensure that pushrod is in released position.

11. After bleeding has been completed, recheck fluid level in master cylinder. Fill the master cylinder reservoir to indicator on reservoir plug. Do not overfill.

Pressure Bleeding of the Brake System
The procedure below assumes that a power bleeder will be used.

1. **IMPORTANT:** When finished bleeding the brakes, press the release one last time so the brakes will be “off” when the trailer is towed.

Pressure Bleeding of the Brake System
The procedure below assumes that a power bleeder will be used.

1. To facilitate bleeding of the trailer's disc brake system, it is helpful if the actuator is lower than the disc brake calipers. It is easier to push the air in the system up and out rather than trying to force the air down. It is also important that any rubber flexible brake lines are routed such that the line does not slope up before sloping down, which would create a pocket where air can get trapped.

Before starting, make sure the brake calipers are properly installed with the bleeder valves on the top side of the caliper. (The calipers are universal and could have been incorrectly installed upside down.)
2. Bench bleeding the actuator prior to installation will also speed bleeding of the brake system.

3. A single person can accomplish bleeding the brake system if a power bleeder and Dexter’s bleeder clamp assembly are used. The pressure in the power bleeder should not exceed 18 psi. Exceeding this pressure will damage the diaphragm in the master cylinder reservoir, causing it to leak.

   Always use clean DOT 3 or DOT 4 brake fluid. Never reuse old fluid, as it will contain contaminants and water moisture. Always seal fluid containers as soon as possible as brake fluid is hygroscopic and readily absorbs moisture.

4. Attach bleeder clamp assembly to actuator. Make sure clamp assembly is adjusted properly. If clamp is too tight, it will crush and damage the master cylinder reservoir cover plate. If the clamp is too loose, it will not seal properly and may leak fluid when bleeding the brake system.

5. Turn on valve at pressure bleeder and check for leaks where the bleeder head enters the master cylinder reservoir.

6. Start bleeding with the brake at the farthest end of the brake line. If trailer has tandem brake axles, start with the brake at the farthest end of the brake line on the rear axle first.

7. At the disc brake caliper assembly, connect a clear bleeder hose to the bleeder screw located on top of caliper body and place free end of hose in a suitable container.

   **Note:** Do not reuse the brake fluid that collects in the container during the bleeding process.

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 above on brake on the opposite side of axle and then on front axle if so equipped.

9. If installation is tandem axle with brakes on both axles, repeat bleeding procedure on the rear axle brakes for the second time to assure positive purging of all air from system.

10. Relieve pressure in bleeder pot. Close valve at bleeder head. Slowly remove bleeder clamp assembly so as not to spill fluid.

11. Check fluid level. Not enough fluid in the reservoir will cause the reservoir to run dry as the disc brake pads wear. Too much fluid will cause an overflow situation when the solenoid valve is energized during backing up.

   Proper fluid level is when the fluid in the reservoir just touches the end of the dip stick on the fill plug when it is inserted fully into the fill hole.

12. Wipe off any brake fluid that may have spilled on the top of the reservoir or actuator body.

13. Proper bleeding of brake system can be checked by performing one of the following procedures:

   **A.** Compress actuator and verify brake rotor can not be rotated.

   **B.** Stroke pushrod assembly with a screwdriver and verify brake rotor can not be rotated.

   **Note:** If using this procedure, make sure you push up on the pushrod release bracket afterward to fully release the brakes.

   **C.** Temporarily disconnect the tow vehicle/trailer electrical connector and back up the trailer (without energizing the backing solenoid valve), to verify brakes are working.

   **D.** Pull trailer forward and stop suddenly, pin on side of actuator should not travel more than half way in slot for single brake axle or three-quarters way in slot for tandem brake axles.

   **E.** If brakes are not working properly, there is still air in the brake system and the system will have to be re-bled.

   **F.** After initial trailer braking test, recheck fluid in actuator and refill as necessary. Occasionally, if the calipers were not initially set as suggested in step “A”, the fluid required to fully extend the calipers will exceed the capacity of the master cylinder, requiring the system to be refilled and re-bled.

   **G.** Check for leaks at all fittings and connections and tighten or correct as necessary. Properly dispose of fluid.